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PAD 705 Handout: Heteroskedasticity 
 
Heteroskedasticity occurs when the variance of the error term varies across observations. Recall that the 
Gauss-Markov conditions assume that error variance is constant for all observations in the data set. With 
some thought, you can probably identify a large number of instances and phenomena where this isn’t the 
case. There are two classes of phenomena that are particularly likely to have heteroskedastic error terms. 
The first is when the passage of time increases the number of chances for variation to be created. For 
instance, as a person ages, they will have ever more chances to change jobs, get promotions, and move up 
– or down – the “career ladder.” If we assume that each year a person has a chance to get promoted, then 
a 20 year old has only had four chances to get promoted, if every member of his age cohort started as an 
entry level worker at age 16. A “high-flier” would be four “levels” higher than an unfortunate who fails to 
get any promotions. Thus, most 20 year olds would still be relatively close to one another in terms of 
earnings. A 50 year old, however, has had 34 chances to get promoted – a high flier at age 50 would be 
34 “levels” higher than a never-promoted. When time offers more chances at something, it often also 
increases the amount of variation in the error term – there are more random things that can occur in a 
longer period of time. 
 
Another driver of error variance can be institutional factors. Unions, for instance, tend to lower the 
amount of variation (as compared to non-union firms), because the contract specifies wages for all 
members. Employment grade systems in government and some major corporations also tend to reduce 
variation as compared to workers in the private sector firms with no grade system. 
 
The following examples show heteroskedasticity using plots and tabulations. The tabulation on page 3 of 
this handout shows a convenient way to find the relationship between an independent variable (here, 
years of education) and variation in the dependent variable (logged hourly wages). On page 5 we will 
look at a Stata test that can diagnose whether or not heteroskedasticity is present: hettest. 
 
Variables: 
 
lhwage = natural log of hourly wage 
union = 1 if a union member 
yrseduc = years of education 
fem = 1 if female 
exper = years of experience 
exp2 = years of experience squared 
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. use "H:\Rockefeller Courses\PAD705\Problem Set Data\cps83.dta" 
 
 
. tab union, summ(lhwage) 
 
            |          Summary of lhwage 
      union |        Mean   Std. Dev.       Freq. 
------------+------------------------------------ 
          0 |   1.8901878   .58426557         758 
          1 |   2.1706984   .39307746         242 
------------+------------------------------------ 
      Total |   1.9580714   .55713141        1000 
 
 
. reg lhwage union 
 
      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =    1000 
-------------+------------------------------           F(  1,   998) =   48.72 
       Model |  14.4338811     1  14.4338811           Prob > F      =  0.0000 
    Residual |  295.651135   998  .296243622           R-squared     =  0.0465 
-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.0456 
       Total |  310.085016   999  .310395411           Root MSE      =  .54428 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      lhwage |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
       union |   .2805106   .0401867     6.98   0.000     .2016505    .3593707 
       _cons |   1.890188   .0197692    95.61   0.000     1.851394    1.928982 
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. reg lhwage union, robust 
 
Regression with robust standard errors                 Number of obs =    1000 
                                                       F(  1,   998) =   72.34 
                                                       Prob > F      =  0.0000 
                                                       R-squared     =  0.0465 
                                                       Root MSE      =  .54428 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
             |               Robust 
      lhwage |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
       union |   .2805106   .0329813     8.51   0.000       .21579    .3452312 
       _cons |   1.890188   .0212287    89.04   0.000      1.84853    1.931846 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
 
. tab  yrseduc, summ(lhwage) 
 
            |          Summary of lhwage 
    yrseduc |        Mean   Std. Dev.       Freq. 
------------+------------------------------------ 
          0 |   1.8325815           0           1 
          1 |   1.5581446           0           1 
          2 |   1.5559544   .36677913           3 
          3 |   2.0149031           0           1 
          4 |   1.9053527   .67061686           5 
          5 |   1.8900728   .42308276           6 
          6 |   1.3614765   .10771003           5 
          7 |   1.4183934   .39751867           5 
          8 |   1.5398648   .68107375          39 
          9 |   1.6073389   .52742747          21 
         10 |   1.6242226   .57864522          44 
         11 |   1.7721842    .4680584          50 
         12 |    1.894724   .50484083         406 
         13 |   1.9392977   .53973423          85 
         14 |   1.9933406   .54783673          75 
         15 |   2.1320467   .45634167          32 
         16 |    2.283287   .54554154         124 
         17 |   2.2201684   .41232294          30 
         18 |   2.3550833   .42272003          67 
------------+------------------------------------ 
      Total |   1.9580714   .55713141        1000 
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. gen exp2 = exper^2 
 
. reg lhwage yrseduc exper exp2 fem union 
 
      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =    1000 
-------------+------------------------------           F(  5,   994) =  116.01 
       Model |  114.270796     5  22.8541592           Prob > F      =  0.0000 
    Residual |   195.81422   994  .196996197           R-squared     =  0.3685 
-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.3653 
       Total |  310.085016   999  .310395411           Root MSE      =  .44384 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      lhwage |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     yrseduc |   .0791709   .0053309    14.85   0.000     .0687097     .089632 
       exper |   .0405277   .0033153    12.22   0.000     .0340219    .0470335 
        exp2 |  -.0006553    .000069    -9.49   0.000    -.0007908   -.0005198 
         fem |  -.3028326    .028497   -10.63   0.000    -.3587537   -.2469115 
       union |   .1577859    .033631     4.69   0.000     .0917901    .2237818 
       _cons |   .6479235   .0779254     8.31   0.000     .4950063    .8008407 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
 
 
. reg lhwage yrseduc exper exp2 fem union, robust 
 
Regression with robust standard errors                 Number of obs =    1000 
                                                       F(  5,   994) =  150.13 
                                                       Prob > F      =  0.0000 
                                                       R-squared     =  0.3685 
                                                       Root MSE      =  .44384 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
             |               Robust 
      lhwage |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     yrseduc |   .0791709   .0060421    13.10   0.000     .0673142    .0910275 
       exper |   .0405277   .0038195    10.61   0.000     .0330324     .048023 
        exp2 |  -.0006553   .0000911    -7.19   0.000     -.000834   -.0004766 
         fem |  -.3028326   .0284763   -10.63   0.000    -.3587133    -.246952 
       union |   .1577859    .029539     5.34   0.000       .09982    .2157519 
       _cons |   .6479235   .0850468     7.62   0.000     .4810317    .8148153 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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Testing for Heteroskedasticity 
 
The preceding regressions and scatterplots suggest strongly that there is heteroskedasticity in this data. 
Can we test this statistically? In fact we can. Stata includes a post-regression command called hettest. 
Hettest uses the Breusch-Pagan / Cook-Weisberg test for heteroskedasticity (see Pindyck and 
Rubinfeld, pages 134-137). Hettest takes as its null hypothesis that the variance is constant across all 
observations. The alternative hypothesis is that variance is not constant (i.e., that there is 
heteroskedasticity). The calculated statistic has a chi-squared distribution. To run this test, simply type in 
hettest after the regression is complete. Here is the output from hettest for the model we have been 
running: 
 
. hettest 
 
Breusch-Pagan / Cook-Weisberg test for heteroskedasticity  
         Ho: Constant variance 
         Variables: fitted values of lhwage 
 
         chi2(1)      =     0.35 
         Prob > chi2  =   0.5541 
 
Despite the clear graphical evidence that variance in log hourly wage varies by union membership, 
hettest could not confirm that finding: the null hypothesis of constant variance could not be rejected. 
However, this is not the same as saying that constant variance has been confirmed. Since we have 
sufficient data to justify using Huber-White standard errors (remember: robust standard errors are only 
appropriate when the dataset is large because they the Huber-White calculation is unbiased but 
inefficient) and graphical evidence of heteroskedasticity, the preferred output would be our regression 
using the robust option. 


